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EFFECT OF AGING ON MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF ALULMINULM-ALLOY RIVETS

By FREDERICK C. ROOP

SUMMARY

Curres and tabw!.ar data present the result8 of strength
te8ts made duw”ng and after g% year8 of aging on n“zet~
and m“wt un”reof ~a-inch nominal diameter. T/L? 8peci-
mens were of aluminum alloy: 94S, 17S, and A17S’ of the
duralumin type and 53S of the magnesium+ilicide type.

For each of the four alloys te8ted, the ratio of shearing
strength to tensile strength of the undeformed m“re re-
mained constant independent of ap”ng time at room tem-
perature. The aging times at room temperature required
for.undtjormed m“re to reach practically its$nal nalue of
strength were: ,??4S,7 hours; 17S, 3 days; A-i7S, 8 months;
63S, more than $$ year8. The aging times at room
temperature required for m“retsdriren before a~”ng to reach
practically their$nal strengths were: fi4S,,3 months; 17S,
1)4 years; A17S and 63.9, more than 9% years. For a
g“cen total aging time a~er quenching, firets dm”zenafter
aging were alumys stronger than those dn”wn before. The

final rutues of driving stre88for A17S and 63!3 tireta were
reached after about 6 month and 1~ years, respectively.
The jinal driving stress for A17S-T fimi% was slightly
higher than that required for 17S rireti immediately ajler
quenching. The high dtiuing stress Tequiredfor a standard
cone-point head on a fi4S m-ret dn”cen immediately afier
quenching resulted infrequent crack formation.

Precipitation heat treatment of alloy 63S had to be
carm”ed out immediately after quenching to obtain the
highest possible strength dues. The 8trength of a 6$S-T
riret after prem”p”ta&n heat treatment wa8 about the 8ame
as that of a. 17S m-ret immediately after quenching or of a
freshly dricen A17S riwt driven after 1 day of aging.

INTRODUCTION

In aluminum alloys, mechanical propertiw suitable
for aircraft structural purposes me produced by heat
treatment consisting in (a) heating to a definite tem-
perature and then quenching (solution heat treatment)
and (b) ~ging (see reference 1, pp. 67–73; reference 2;
reference 3, pp. 101–6). Immediately &fter quenching,
these materh-ds are less strong rmd more readily vrork-
able than after aging. I?or some alloys aging occurs at
room temperature but others require reheating at an
elevated temperature (artificial aging, or precipitation
heat treatment) to be fully hrwdened. The rate of
age-hardening depends on the alIoy, the aging temper-
ature, and the amount, of cold work, if any, done on the
material after solution heat treatment. The change

of any property of em alloy during aging may be de-
scribed by em Rging curve, in which the numerical
values of the property are plotted against aging time
(time after quenching).

The changes of mechanical properties during aging
are a determining factor in the technique of cold rivet-
ing of aluminum-alloy materials. The cold work
involved in the riveting process affects, in turn, the
aging curves. Consequently, information on the inter-
related effects of riveting and aging is of value to the
aircraft manufacturer.

Data on certa.m aging curves have been obtained as .._
pmt of a research program for the hTational Advisory
Committee for Aeronaut ics on aluminum-alloy rimjs .-
conducted at the hTationrd Bureau of S~andards.
These data aro presented in this paper. The cooper-
ation of the Aluminum Company of America in donat- -.
ing the material used in this investigation is aclcnowl-
edged.

The theoretical bask of heat treatment is of second-
ary interesti in this paper. Clarification of the theory
has, however, been the object of most investigators who
have obtained data pert aining ta aging curves of me-
chanical properties. These investigations have satis-

..

factorily estabhshed the part played by solution heat
treatment of ahnninum alloys, namely, the production
of a supersaturated solution of int ermet allic compounds
in aluminum. They have also brought forth several
proposed explanations of the aging process in terms of
the mechanism of constitutiomd changes within the
metal. hTone of these has found general accept ante. -_
Refermce 1 andrefenmces 3 to 13, with their acocmpany-
ing bibliographies, give an aclequate representrdion of
these investigations.

Aluminum alloys used for high-strength rivets have
chemical compositions of either the duralumin type or
the ma=gyesium-silicide type. The duralumin type is
alloyed with copper and magnesium, and usually man-
ganese, and contains iron and silicon m impurities. The
magnesium-silicide alloy most commonly used for rivets
contains ma=-esium, silioon, and chromium, and also
iron m an impurity. Durahunin-type alloys are aged “’
at room temperature; aging of maggesium-silicide Rlloys
is more effective at higher temperatures thun at room
temperature.

bother classification of rivet alloys, according to _
their workability, is also significrmt. The stronger
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alloys must be driven immediately after solution befit
treatment to avoid chmger of cracking; the more work-
able alloys may be driven COIC1in any condition. Mag-
nesium-silicide alloys belong to the workable class;

cluralumin-type alloys are of both classes.
The stronger rivets age faster than the more work-

able ones, Their advantages, however, do not always
compensate for the expense and the inconvenience of
heat treatment of each batch of rivets immediately
before driving. Two practical problems for which
a=tig curves me useful arise in deciding which ch-t.sscf
rivets to use: fit, the requisite length of time for aging
that must. elapse after solution heat treat ing rivets
before t.lle structure is ready for use; and second, the
permissible period of time after solution heat treat-
ment within which rivets may still be driven ---

The use of aging curves in dealing with the fimt
problem involves determining the strength that the
rivets wtil att~in before they are loaded in setice.
This value may be termed the “eventual strength.”
Since, for properly heat-treated rive~, the aging curve
presumably never drops off no matter how long the
aging is prolonged, the e~enturd strength is higher the
longer the time before the rivets are. loaded: Of
course, the rivets continue h. age aRer being piaced
in service, but the subsequent increase. in strength
cannot be relied upon to resist the initial loading of the
structure and sc cannot properly be considered part of
the eventual strength. In this paper the eventual
strength values are thoso attained after about 2$ years
of aging. In practice, the increase in eventual streugth
after an aging period of n few weeks is no longersuffi-
cieut to justify the additional delay in putting a
structure into service. . . .-

In connection with the second of these problems, if
the more workable rivets are used, the force required to
drivo them nnd their eventual strength depend on the
aging time before driving. H. the stronger riv?,% are
used, aging curves give an indication of the limitation cm
the time between quenching and driving.

This period of time maybe prolonged indefinitely by
storage at sufficiently low temperatures. (See refer-
ences 14 to 18, with accompanying bibliographies.)
Resoft eni];g at temperatures above room temperature,
without complete rehetit treatment (reference 19), has
also been proposed as a substitute for repeated quench-
ing. These matters are not within the scope of this
pnper.

The aging curves given in this paper present informa-
tion pertinent to these two problems.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

ALLOYSINVESTIGATED

Data are presented concerning four aluminum rivet
alloys, three of the duralumin t,~e, and one of the

mgnesium-silicide typti. The alloys are listed in
able 1, and the results of chemical analysis of samples
f the wire from which the rivets used in this investi- .-
ation- were fabricated are given in table II. Tho
aaterials complied with the requirements for chemical
opposition and mechanical properties in Navy Do-
Iartment Specification 43R5d.

HEATTEEATMENT

The solution heut treatment (table I and reference 20)
/ss perfoqned in an electrically heated salt bath.
ieco~endeil ~ractic.e for solution heat treatment nS _
et forth in Navy Department Bureau of Aeronautics
‘recess Specification SR–53a (for duralumin-type
lloys), and Bureau of Construction and Repair
kmeral Specifications, appendix 4, part II, sections 1
.nd 8 (for 53S alloy rivets) was foJlowed in all &tails not
pecificsly mentioned.

TAELI? I.—RIVET ALLOYS INCLITDEI)IN THIS
INVESTIGATION

Alloy
de#lg-
netIon

24s
17s

A&S

Grade

!%% Solutlon
CompmltlOntype Normeldrlvhg lrca&&9t.

{%?~~ ‘
mndltIon

tOmpwaturo

i;:%%j-!!l%-1::.:~ .!!%iv!w-:::z:::::;g~g :“
A1-Ou-Mg-.. . . . . . . . . AwL. .... .. ...-.. ----- W“+IWF:
bl-M&MCr......--...

‘%%i’%%!”[twkn ‘W*l’” ‘“
I

TABLE II.–CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF RIVJiTS

Cherolealcompoettlon(percent)

d;’i

~ i-l-

Cu Mg Mn SI Cr I?e

;;; :: 1.4 0.s3 0.17 ----- 0.27
.49 .37 .. .. ::

AJ~S i4 <: E .38 ----
.03 i? <.01 .08 0.23 .X.2

L

During the solution heu~ treatment of any one batch
f material, tho furnace was continuously attended.
ro mechanical agitation of the buth was provided. In
rder to reduce the scatter in the aging curves duo to
ight. variations in heat-treatment technique, spcci-
lens that provided data for one aging curve were, for
~e mos~ part, solution heat treated together.
Specimens were quenched in tap water, which was

banged occasionally but was not agitated nor circu-
~ted. Each piece was quenched individucdly within a
NVseconds after removal from the salt bath.

I?reGipitation heat treatment was carried OULon some
f the 53S alloy specimens in an electrically heated air
ven maintained by thermostatic control at a ten~per-
ture .of 315° + 5° F. for a heating period of about
8 hours. After removal from the oven, the specimens
?ere cQoled in air.
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Room-temperature aging took place in a laboratory
in which no t cmp erature control vnw operative mcep t
for ordinary steam heat during the winter months.
The temperature varied nornmlly from 55° to 95° F. and
may have fallen as low as 35° F. during some winter
week ends. It was felt that the scatter resulting from
these nonuniform aging temperatures should not be
eliminated by constant-temperature storage because
the variable “room temperature” corresponds more
closely to conditions obtainer-l in practice than would
the controlled constant temperatures.

The fully aged condition of any alloy (including 53S
after precipitation heat treatment) is denoted by the
sufE.YT after the alIoy designation. The condition of
tdloy 53S when agecl at room temperature but not given
precipitation heat treatment is designated 53S-W.

SPECIMENS

All specimens of both rivets and rivet wire were of
%inch nominal diameter. Rivets had button manu-
factured heads (type 6, fig. 2, Navy Specification
43R5d, which is the same as type B-1, fig. 1, Bur. C. &
R. Gen. Specs., appendi.. 4, pt. II) and -were driven with
cone-point driven heads (fig. 8, Bur. C. & R. Gen.
Specs., appendix 4, pt. II). Riveted specimens for
shearing-strength determinations consisted of single-
rivet, single-shearing joints made of two sheets of alloy
17S-T. The sheets w:ere %inch t-hick by 1K inches wide
and were overlapped 1X inches with the rivet hole at
the center of the overlap. Rivet holes were subdrilled
and reamed to a diameter of 0.1935 inch, resulting in an
upsetting of the rivet shank of 3.2 percent during
driving. Riveting was done by the squeeze method,
using the jig described in reference 21 (sec. IV, 3, and
fig. 3).

Driving stress is defied as the quotient of the com-
pressive force required to form the driven head of a
rivet by “cold squeezing” divided by the nominal area
of the (undriven) rivet. The driving stresses for
shearing-strength specimens were determined by trial
so as to produce clriven heads approximately % inch
in diameter. The Iength of shanks was %2inch, giving
a head allowance of 1.5 shank diameters and rcsuIting
in driven heads slightly deeper than standard, when
driven to %, inch diameter. (See fig. 8, reference 21.)

Rivet-wire specimens for tensile and shearing strength
determinations were cut about 10 inches long. A length
of approximately 2 inches was cut from the end of each
sample after heat treatment for a double-shearing
specimen; the 8-inch pieces were used for tensile speci-
mens.

TE,9TINC3METHODS

Shearin@.rength tests on riveted specimens were
made with the fixtures illustrated in figure 16 of refer-
ence 21. The strength was computed by using the

nominal cross-sectiomd area of the undeformed rivet,
0.02761 square inch.

Each rivet used for driving-stress determination WM
drh’en at three successive loads; the riveting technique
and the thickness of sheets were the same as those used
for shearing-strength specimens. The diameter of the
driven head was measured with a vernier caliper after
each increment of drhing load. For each load the
driving stress was plotted against values of the ratio
of head diameter a to shank diameter d (% in.). From
each such curve through three points representing one
specimen, the value of drivi~~ stress corresponding t?
dd = 1.5o was read off (st.a.ndard value for cone-point
heads).

Tensile tests of wire specimens were made in Templin
grips, and the strength was computed by using the area
obtained from diameter memurementa made on ead
specimen before testing. Shearing tests of wire speci-
mens -were made in the special double-shearing fl.ture
illustrated in figure 14 of reference 21. This fixture was
adjusted to provide a clearance of 0.009 to 0.010 inch
between each pair of hardened steel shearing edges
and to shear out a segment % inch in length from the
specimen, with practically no bending nor atial deforma-
tion. The strength was taken as the maximum load
divided by twice the area of the wire.

All testing machines used in this investigation con-
formed to the requirements of A. S. T. hi. Standard
Jlet.hods of Verification of Testing 31achmes: E4-36.

The time at each operation was noted to the nearest
minute for each specimen. The “aging time” used as
abscissa in plotting results was the interval bet.wem
quenching and testing.

PROGRAM AND RESULTS OF TESTS

ALLOYSUS AND178

For alloys 24S and 17S, two series of rivet-wire speci-
mens and one series of riveted-joint specimens -were
prepared, aged for various lengths of time, and tested.
In the riveted specimens, all rivets were driven within 5
minutes after quenching. The values determined were
the tensile strength and the shearing strength (double
shear) of rivet wire, and the shearing strength of driven
rivets (single shear). The results are show-n in figures 1
to 6. Each point in these figures represents ono speci-
men, except the last point (100 percent eventual
strength) on each plot. The eventual strengths and the
number of specimens used to determine them in each
case are given in table III. Additional tensile tests
were made on samples of rivet wire from the coils from
-which the rivets had been fabricated. These coils
had been heaktreated before delivery to the laboratory
and samples mere tested as received. The results are
given in table ~.

.. ..-—
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TABLE 111.—EVENTUAL STRENGTHS” OF ALLOYS
17S-T ANl124S-T

Re- EVeve

TypeofSpSd- sdts
AlfoY men Type61test - sh;~ strfmgth

Ol#q
agure .

24S-T

17S-T

{

ElYetwire. . . . Tensile... . . . . .
. . ..do-------- Doubleshear.-..
Rivetedjofnt.. Sfngfesheer..-..

[Rivetwire.--- Teo9ile.___-,

It.-. ado.... . . . . Doubleshear....
RivetedJoint.. SingIeshear-.. .

● OOSA.
bCoilB.

TABLE IV.-TEST RESULTS.ON WIRE FROM WHICH
RIVETS WERE MADJ3

[ThesesampkswereWed w reoefvd. The@g timefammPnW~ominforms
tionfurnishedhythor[vetmanufaotnrer]

. .

~&T ] ~g 7r# -... 46?iwi f$4.8-=---

L 48,4CQ-.–n–=. .. .. . . . ..- 0.a
17S-T J g ~, ~60W2 .-... —- Zli.9 ---:%. .

2&601..._._-. ----------

Tests were also made to determine the driving stress
required to produce a standard cone-point head (a/d=
1.50) on fbrivet driven within 5 minutes after quenching.
The results gave a value of 168,000 pounds por square
inch’ for 17S rivets and 216,000 pounds per square inch
for 24S rivets.1 It was found that, in many 24S rivets,
cracks formed during driving before the a/d ratio
reached 1.5.

The driving stresses usecl in preparing the riveted-
joint shearing specimens were 150,000 and 200,000
pounds per square inch for 17S and 24S rivets, respec-
tively. JNo data from specimens having cracks in the
rivet heads are included in figure 3. No di.fliculty with
cracks was experienced in driving 17S rivets.

ALLOYSA17SAND W

The. program described in the preceding section was
repeatecl for allow A17S and 53S. In addition, rivets
for two series of specimens for each alloy were given
solution heat treatment. These rivets were driven
after various aging times. Ono series for each aIIoy
wm tested immediately after driving for shearing
strength; the other serhw was used to provide data for
an aging curve of driving stress required to form a

1Headdismeteraproducedby drMngatremesdtflerentfromthesestandardvhlnes,
arereportedInreferenee21,fig.8,for17Srive=of!@nehdtameter.Theteskshow
thatthedrlvlngatremrequired k prodneaagivenu/dratioienotappreciablydepmd-
entonthediameteroftherivet. Furthermore,thedrIvfngstrmractulredh produce
s gtvena/dratio Is thesamefractionof thee.kmdarddrivingstress,wtthinlimItaof
ohservationeJerror,foranyefloydriventmmediatslyafterquenchfng.ForrlveCe
drfveneftereging,theelopeof thedrivingatr=-headdiametercurveis slightly
Weep+ar. ,

Landard cone-point head, The results are shown in
gur~ 7 to 16. The eventual strengths are given in
tble V. Results of t~sile tests made on samp]ti of
he rivet wire from which the rivets had been fabricated .
re gi,ven in table VI, “

A limited number of tests was made on 53S material - -.
ubj ected to precipitation heht treatment in order to
brow “~ht on the following problems: (1) the vahms of
trength nttained through the recommended procipit&-
ion heat treatment; (2) the driving stress required to
mm ristnnclard cone-point head, after the recommended
recipittition heat treatment; (3) the effect of room-
emperature aging after precipitation heat treatment;
4) the effect of room-temperature aging between the
olution and precipitation heat treatments; and (5)
he effeot of repeated solution beat treatment before ~.
nd after precipitation heat treatment. The results of
Lese teste are.. given in table VII. Each section of
able. VII is divided into three parts. The upper two
,arts of each section. give, for comparison, strel]gth
alues obtained immediately after quenching ancl after
.uenching and room temperature aging, respectively.
%e lower part of each section gives values obtained as

result of precipitation heat treatment. In no case
Tere ‘any rivets subjected tQ a heat treutrnent aflm
,riving. The exact sequences of operations for these
pecimens are indicated by the letter symbols in the
rst column of the table, with its accompanying fooL
.Ok.

TAELE V.—EVENTUAL STRENGTHS OF ALLOYS
A17S-T AND 53S-W

Aging Number
:H#+$~#J&&&!;!35Alloy Ty of”

c!?ape men TYPOoftew
fl$re In.). m! kmgth

.-<.+r
~~~1+

ivetwire... Teneffe._. .. . . 7.,- ...do.... .. . .. Donhlecheer... 8
A17B-k” Rivetedjoint. Singleshear1..-

..:-:.= :%::1:=:: !%%&%:i: !

Ir

~ vetwire;.- TeneSe...._.. - ;?
...do.... . . . . . Doubleeheru...

63.9-W Rivetedjoint- Sb.rgleshear1... ;!
. ..do-------- SingleahesrL..
...do.... . . . . . Drivfagetress~. 16:.., t 1 1 1 , I

1DBA,drivenbefore
! DAA,drivenafter.%%%
$Valuesgivenareeventualvalomof drivingetressrequiredtoformstandardeone-
)fnthead.

‘AB12E-V1.—TEST RESULTS ON WIRE I?ROM WHICH
RIVETS WERE MADE

Theseesmpleaweretestedw mcdvul. Theegfngtfmek wmputwlfromInfornrn-
tionfnrnfshedby therfvetmannfse$urer]

—

bfbGL=&l=-‘W ‘-~i--------------- ~-E-- ---;----

,
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TABLE VII.—RESULTS OF TESTS ON 58SALLOY

Allmatmialwasgivenerrrdr-fnrnaeeaohrtfonbeettrentmantSby tbemanufdmer
beforedelhrg totheLaboratory.In msasfrrwhfchtbfstreatmentis believedto
haveaITectedthestrengthvalue,the perentbetfd prefix(S)IraabeenernpIoyed
inthetable]

I me I
Sequenceof Tensile Shearfng

operationsM 1 I , I

gp*~

!22,01...._-.__ -M’?.-
2t&3ca--------------------------

M,3M .--. ---.------..-------,-.

3<4W .... ---------- ----?.!?-.

1 Rlvatadjofnk ‘1
Sequenmof –

‘~mtions‘“ $uudM::r ::~a~ h’umiwof 1DS
(WQ f@ apecfrnens (lb/q In.)

w 4==417,ml .. .. ---------- -!!l!!l
17,W0 --------------------------

2&ixcl... . . . .. . . . . . . -:.?-?-.
*W --------------------------

~=

3LCC0..-..--?- .--!W??--
31,sca --------------------------
81,WI -----. --.--– ------------

ISym.belawd foldesfgnatiom-aredefied DS,drfvingstressmqufredforstandard
eene-pxnthead;S, aohrtlonheattreatment;P, pracip[tarIOnht ~t~e~~ c,
4MvfnEther[rekT. testkw.

ot IettemP.Dr8mr.the“iti “betwean-shixeshDrka.

lti-oi”~-~irefi-ea ofoperationforprMlucLng529-WL9mper,.-1----,--- a— ., _-> ..IResnl
*DataWECU LSUUI w+. i% tUIU la,

1 DetnMkenfromfig.16.

DISCUSSION AND COMPARISON OF RESULTS

GENERAL

The data show, in confirmation and extemsion of con-
clusions reached by Teed (reference 22, ch. IX) from
clata on a British a.lIoy equivalent to 17S, that the aging
curves for tensile strength and shearing strength of rivet
wire for any one of the alloys me practicably identical
when plotted in terms of percentage of eventual strength.
The time required to reach a final strength value (that
is, the @ng time beyond which further increments of
strength are no larger than the scatter of data. from like
specimens), however, varies widely from alloy to alloy.
This time for complete aging is less iR the case of the
wire tests than for riveted joints of the same alloy.
This observation is in apparent contradiction to the
conclusion drawn by se-reral investigators that cold
work immediately after quenching accelerates the age-
hardening process while reducing its total effect. (See
reference 11 and references 23 to 26; see also later
discussion.) Burns (reference 27) reaches a conclusion
in accord with the present data, although based on
meager tests.

430134”4°—24

Smoothecl GUI-VWrepresenting the shearing strength
]f driven rivets for all the alloys are shown in figure 17.
I’his figure provides direct numerical comparison of
:i-ret strengths attained for the four alloys, under the
mrious conditions of heat treatmmt, aging, and driving
mdinarily employed. A similar comparison of driving
kresses required for a standard cone-point head is
dlorded by the curves shown in figure 18.

Table VIII is a skeleton summary of the shearing
~trength clata, giving direcfly comparable values for the
krength of undeformed rivet wire and driven rivets.
~ccount. has been taken of the increased area resulting
Yom driving rivets. The data for alloys A17S and 53S
riven in figure 17 indicate that rivets driven after n.=gg
Lresubstantially stronger than rivets of the same alloy
iriven before a=ging. It appems from table VIII that
&is effect arises from a difference in the aging curves of
leformed and undeformed material rather than from
my considerable difference in the immediate effect of
Iriving on the strength of aged md unaged rivets.

rABLE VIII.-SHEAR1NG STRENGTHS OF DEFORMED
MATERIAL (DRIVEN RIVETS) AND UNDEFORMED
MATERIAL (RIVET WIRE), ADJUSTED 1 TO ?RO-
YtDE DIRECT COMPARISON

] fhmnchd I Aged4days \ A3edOfY- I

~Datafortbfatablersqdraeiaduatmenttobedfrerilymmparable,beeanw&s. 2
-.&and13WredetrOre wnt&-ntlti&-ter~ from&. ~7(firetdat@snd
tiMmMfivet~m~~fmM.17wWe mmpt~bymhgthenotim~oftha
mdrtvenrfwi m hert entheaetmdsreeoft e drfvenrivet.

AH,OY 2ts

‘Wire specimens of alloy 24S attained more than 96
percent of their fisl strength within 7 hours @ng
time; driven rivets attained the same amount within 2
hys. Thereafter a further period of slight strength
ncrease occurred in the range born 3 weeks to 3 months
iging time, after which no further increases were noted.
I’he tensile-strength data tie in excellent agreement
tith those presented by Hansen and Dreyer (reference
?8) on an equivalent experimental German alloy. The
>ffect of the rivet-driving deformation on the strength,
mediately after quenching, was an increase of about 4
]ercent; the accompanying delay in a.=gg of tilven
.ivets was slight; the fia.1 values for driven rivets were
tigher than for undeformed wire by an insignificant
mount.

ALLOY17s

The aging of rivet wire of alloy 17S completed ib
retire course between 30 minutw and 3 days a=tig
lime. During the fit half hour after quenching, the
tiength did not increase; this period has been oalled

.—
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the incubation time. The research of I?raenkel and
Hahn (reference 29) on a German alloy (durahunin
681–B) equivalent to 17S has shown that long incuba-
tion time can result from long heating before quenching,
or from increased iron content, but the essentiaJ con-
ditions for the occurrence of an incubation period
remain undiscovered.

With regard to the strength immediately after
quenching and the time required for complete aging, the
data are in good agreement with results presented by
Andemon (reference 30), S&mid and Wassermann
(reference 31), Teed (reference 22, ch, IX), Hansen
ancl Dreycr (reference 28), rmd Brenner and Kostron
(reference 32) on alloys equivalent to 17s. None of
these investigators present data adequate to define the
incubation period. For aging times between 2 hours
and 3 days, the data of figure 4 are in good agreement
with the curves of hderson, Hansen rmd Dreyer, and
Brenner and Kostron; values reported in references 22
and 31 me lower by as much as 8 percent in this range.
This discrepancy can be explained on the basis of dif-
ferences in room temperature. Abraham (reference 16)
presents data on material of German alloy duralumin
681–A with slightly lower copper content (3.4 percent)
than 17S (3.5 to 4.5 percent) which was aged at various
constant room temperature=. Von Zeerleder (reference
18) presents similar data on “Avional D“ aIIoy in fair
aggeement with Abraham. An analysis of Avional in
reference 33 shows it to be equivalent to 17S. The
data of figure 4 (for. which work on specimens aged a
short time was crirriad out in the summer at tempera-
tures of 75° to 95° F.) agree w-eIl with Abraham’s clata
for an a=tig temperature of 82° F.; Teed’s data, which
were taken at temperatures of 55° to 65° F., agree well
with Abraham’s data for 59° F.

The final strength of 17S driven rivets was attained
only after aging for at least 1M years. The shearing
strength immediately after quenching (table VIII) was
the same for driven rivets. as for undeformed wire,
but since there was no incubation period for the driven
rivets, they were stronger for aging times up to 2 hours
than undeformed wire. The final strength of driven
rivets was about 6 percent less than that of unde-
formed wire. For 2 weeks. aging time, the strength
of driven rivets was about 8 percent less than for unde-
formed wire. This result is in good agreement with the
results (showm in fig. 15 of reference 21) from 17S
wire that had been heahtreat ed, immediately upset,
aged about 2 weeks, and tested.

The results stated in the preceding paragraph are in
contradiction, in some respects, to conclusions, based
on numerous data, that have been drawn by several
investigator% (See reference 11 and references 23 to
26.) An explicit representative statement of these
conclusions has been made by Teed (reference 22, p.
25, m reference 23) and discussed at length by Kostron
(reference 26). The points of difference and possible
explanations are:

1. Deformation is supposed to produce an instan-
taneous cold-working effect, whereas driven rivets in
;he present tests are found to be no stronger before .-
ging than undeformed wire. Almost all of the prc-
tioua data on this point have been hardnoes mmsuro-
nents. Schmid and Wassermann (reference 31), how-
mr, s!!ow tensile-strength curvw giving the same value
~or deformed and undeformed material before aging,
apparently the deformation immediately increases the
lardness but not the strength.

2. The initial rate of ag+hardening is supposed to ~
~e increased by deformation immediately after quench-
ng, whereas the present datti indicate a decrease in the
nitial hardening rate accompanied by suppression of
Lhe incubation period. The suppression of the incuba-
tion period seems to be the important effect which
I.CCOUILtS for deformed material being stronger thn
undeformed in the early stages of aging.

3. llaterial deformed immediately after quenching
is supposed to reach its final strength value earlier
than undeformed material, whereas the present datm
show the reverse to be true. The aging curve for
driven rivets, however, shows a tendency to a doublc -
rise, a nearly stationary vrdue obtuining for aging times
of about 1 day tm 3 weeks. ~evioue investigations on
strength of driven rivets (references 34 and 35) have
not been carri?d to long enough aging times to show the
additional increase of some 8 percent occurring nfter
3 weeke aging. Furthermore, the present data. may
not be. strictly comparable with previous results in
which the effects of small deformations have been
observed on stretched or rolled rather thml upset
material.

ALL6Yina.
The shearing strengths for rdloy A17S of undeformed

wire ‘and of rivets driven after aging renched their flnrd
values after about 8 months nging time, while the aging
of rivets driven before aging was not completed before
2% years aging time. The deformation of rivet driving
produced a small increase in shearing strength (about 5
perceiit) immediately after quenching, but driving
rivets that hnd been aged from 20 minutee to 4 hours in ._.
the umdeformecl condition weakened them dightly,
For aging times of more than 4 hours, the immediate
increase in strength on driving rose; for ._material
aged 2 weeks or more, it was about o percent and
practicality Ccm9tant. Rivets driven immediately (less
than 5 min.) after quenching aged more slowly than
undefmmed wire at alI times, and it is doubtful whether
the eventual strength (after 2fi yr. aging), 11 percent
1sss than the final strength of undeformed wire, repre-
sented the final strength of rivets driven before aging.
No data were obtained on the aging after driving of
rivets driven more than 5 minutes after quenching,
although such aging undoubtedly occurs.

Aging curves for duralumin-type alloys of 1sss than
3X percent copper content, similar to Ji17Sj presented
by kfatthaos (reference 36) and by-Hansen and Dreyer ‘“
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(reference 28) are in qualitative agreement with the
present data, although not directly comparable. Re-
sults obtained by l?ra.enkel (reference 24), lieissner
(reference 25), Teed (reference 22, pp. 23-31, or
reference 23), and Irmmm (reference 37) on the com-
parative effects of deformation before and after a@.ng
on strength of dualumin-type alIoys are also in qualitat-
ive agreement. with the present dat~.

ALLOYSS

The data show that. the time requirecl for at ttiinmentt
of final strength of alloy 53S wcs greater thrm 2X years,
for either deformed or undeforrnecl specimens. The
cold work of rivet driving had no effect on the irn-
ntediate strength of material aged up to 6 hours; for
material aged from O hours to 1$ yenrs, the immediate
effect was to weaken the material by amounts up to 4
percent; material nged o-rer 1% -years mm slightly
strengthened by such defamation. ATOdata were tr&en
on the aging after driving of rivets that had been aged
before driving, but the results of litient,z and Hartrnann
(reference 38) show that., for a given total aging time
tifter quenching, the strongest rivet is always the one
for which the least amount of the aging occurred after
driving. This result agrees with the present data on
nging of rivets driven before a.tig, the strength of
which was ahvrqw much km (by amounts up to 22
percent) than thatt of undeformed wire aged for the
same length of time. The curve for rivets driven before
nging shows a well-rnnrked double rise, the strength
being practically constant for agir(g times from 6 hours
to 1 -week. This result may be responsible for the
apparently erroneous conclusion that cold--worked
material completes its aging fast er than undeformed
material (reference 39).

The tests involving precipitation heat treatment of
53S alloy (table WI) suggest that n solution heat
treatment obliterates the effects of pretious operations
so th~t the strength of a specimen clepends only on its
history subsequent to the last solution heat treatment.
The vahle of 26,100 pounds per square inch given in
table WI for the shen.ring strength of 15 specimens of
tie indicates & possible exception to this conclusion,
NTOsignificant effect on strength could be attributed to
room-t emperature aging after precipit.a.t ion heat treat-
ment. Room-temperature aging between the solution
and the precipitation heat treatments marked]y re-
duced the strength attainable by the precipitation heat
treatment.. The data are inadequate to evaluate the
relation of this effect to the amount of time betw”een
the heat treatments. AU the foregoing results are in
qualitative agreement with the conclusions of Brenner
and Kostron (reference 39) concerning German alloys
of the ma=gnwium-ailicide type.

CONCLUSIONS

The ratio of shearing strength to tensile strength
~f undeformed wire remained. constant, for each alloy

tested, independent of aging time at room temperature.
This ratio varied from 0.60 to 0.70 and the higher the
tensile strength the lower the ratio, in the order:
24S-T, 17S-T, A17&T, 53S-W. The agkg times at
rqom t empemture required for undeformed wire of
each aIIoy to reach practically its ihal vahe of strength
were, approxhnntely: 24S, 7 hours; 17S, 3 days; Al 7S,
8 months; 53S, more than 2X years. The strength of
17S material did not begin to increase until after an
incubation period of about ~ hour-

The aging times at room temperature required for.
rivets, driven before aging to remh practically their
@al strengths were, nppro.simately: 24S, 3 months;
17S, 1X years; A17S rind 53S, more than 2X years.
hTinety-five percent of their final strength was attained
by rivets of alloys 24-S and 17S, driven before aging,
aft er approximately lx days and 6 weeks’ ~~ing time,
respectively.

The immediate effect on strength of the cold work
involved in driving rivets ww eometimw an increase,
sometimes a decrease, depending on the alloy and the
aging time before driving. The effect on subsequent

aging of this cold ivork was in all cases a retardation,
except only that there was no incubation period for
17S rivets driven before aging. Thus, for a given
total nging time after quenching, rivets chiven after
aging were always stronger than those driven before.
Data covering considerably longer aging ti.n& would
be required to determine certainly whether the final
strength attained by a rivet driven before a=tig k
less than that of undeformed wire.

The kal values of driving stress for A17S and 53S
rivets were reached after aging times of approximately
6 months and 1~ years, respectively. The final driving
stress for A17S-T rivets was slightly higher tlwm that
required for 17S rivets immediately after quenching.
The final driving stress for 53S-W rivets was slightly
higher than that for A17S rivets immediately after
quenching. The high driving stress required for a
~tnndard cone-point head on a 24S rivet driven immedi-
~tely after quenching resulted in frequent crack forma-
tion.

Precipitation heat treatment of alloys 53S had to be
mrried out immediately after quenching to obtain the
highest possible strength values. IVo further aging of
ti alloy occurred after precipitation heat treatment.
rhe strength of ,a 53S-T rivet after precipitation heat
~eat.ment ~.as about the same ~ that of a 17S rivet

mmediateIy after quenching or of a freshly driven
&17S rivet driven after aging 1 day. The driving
km-es required for a 53S-T rivet was about the same as
for an A17S-T rivet driven after aging 4 or 5 hours.

VATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS,

WASHINGTON, D. (1, Februa~ 7, 1941.
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